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By knockout and unanimous decision, Virginia still No. 1 in…
Washington Post (blog) - Feb 23, 2015
Perrantes' busted nose was easy pickins for the Atlantic 11′s voters
and amateur comedians, providing .... All publicity is good publicity,
right?

KUNM

National magazine story explores how APD is affecting bu…
Albuquerque Business First - Feb 26, 2015
... of the negative publicity the city has received owing to problems in
the ... by the Atlantic that describes itself as "serving senior
executives and ...

Ray Rice speaks and plays the sympathy card
FanSided - Feb 28, 2015
The negative publicity surrounding Rice right now is career
threatening. ... out his then-fiancee Janay Palmer in an Atlantic City
hotel elevator.

Celebrity city endorsements carry huge weight in tourism i…
Press of Atlantic City - Feb 28, 2015
New York officials say their partnership with Swift has also been
enormously successful, generating free publicity for the city worth
well more ...

Ida's Bittersweet Success: An Interview With Pawel Pawli…
The Atlantic - Feb 18, 2015
Sims: Do you think it's just a consequence of the publicity? "We
deliberately stayed away from explaining history, which a lot of Polish
cinema is ...

A Glimpse of Season Three of House of Cards
The Atlantic - Feb 11, 2015
The fact that I'm writing about any of this could signify that Netflix's
purported screw-up is actually a publicity stunt; if so, it's worthy of
Underwood ...

Serial's Second Act
The Atlantic - Feb 8, 2015
"The judiciary should make the decision objectively—but it'd be pretty
hard for the judges and the clerks to avoid the publicity going on, and
that ...

What War Crimes Look Like From Space
The Atlantic - Feb 11, 2015
(A 2013 study by former Satellite Sentinel Project staffers found that
while the organization generated considerable publicity for evidence
of ...
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Is Pussy Riot Helping the Eric Garner Cause or Hijacking It?
The Atlantic - Feb 19, 2015
... wonders whether “Pussy Riot is taking the life and struggle of one
man—and a culture they are not a part of—and using it as a publicity
stunt.

How Harper Lee's Long-Lost Sequel Was Found
The Atlantic - Feb 4, 2015
Lee won't be doing interviews or other publicity when the book
comes out, but Burnham said Harper may ask her to write a new
introduction.
Red Flags Raised About Harper Lee's 2nd Novel
Newser - Feb 4, 2015
Explore in depth (514 more articles)
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